Powerful construction management solutions

- Real-time analytics
- Reduce project delays
- Mobile collaboration
- Mitigate site costs
- Full service provider
of all construction related expenses are wasted by:

- miscommunication
- wrong information
- misunderstanding
- poor systems

We’re here to help.

Source: Construction Industry Institute
Glaass connects construction teams together to record, track and trace every aspect of their project on one simple organised platform. Utilising cloud architecture, Glaass provides the accountability and transparency teams need to succeed. Built specifically for construction, Glaass collaborates contractors, clients and suppliers in a mobile environment that facilitates accuracy and efficiency.

Glaass methodically organises project information as a permanent record to create a digital blueprint that delivers unparalleled risk mitigation to contractors. Glaass are a full service provider with inbuilt tutorials, personalised setup, on-site training sessions and go live support. Glaass is customisable to any construction discipline and is used and loved on projects worldwide.

“I’ve been in construction thirty years, and in the beginning I was a little hesitant to use a new system. Now I’m using Glaass Pro I can say it saves me hours in my week. Making inspections and finding information is just so fast and simple.”

Peter Andresen, QHSE Coordinator

Your construction, digitally transformed.
Intelligent Search
Instant access to everything in your project with a few keystrokes.

Customisation
Personalised projects with customisable modules and templates.

Linking
Link related activities together to cross reference project data.

Smart Calendar
Never miss a deadline with integrated due date reminders.

Projects Dashboard
Every project in one place for quick and easy access on any device.

Project Analytics
Real-time project analytics with intuitive graphs and reports.

Production Analytics
Track and report programmed activities and hours on the project.

Register
An advanced search engine to track and trace project documentation.
Quality  A complete overview of your project’s quality processes in one place.

Safety  Report, track and close site safety issues, near misses and accidents.

Environment  Identify and share environmental issues for project compliance.

Workflows  Create customised workflows to handle any project approval process.

Document Control  Issue document and drawing packages with version control.

Diary  Connect contractors to activities and hours to capture site works.

Materials  Send materials orders with integrated delivery docket organisation.

Correspondence  Permanently correspond with contractors and third parties.

Media  Create a photographic timeline of the project’s important phases.
Keen to know more?
Get in contact with our system masterminds.

ZERO-RISK FREE TRIAL

+61 410 290 141
info@glaass.net
www.glaass.net